Student Dining Committee
8/29/13
In attendance: Dining Director Paula Amols, Department Chef Tim Bruce, Brittany Smith, Becca
Cashman, Arden Mynatt, Rachel Warmack, Jenna Salza, Emily Buskey

Paula asked if the 5pm Thursday meeting time worked for those present, and all said it did, so the
meetings will remain on that schedule for the foreseeable future.
Brittany reported that the Regents executive committee had met the previous night, and discussed the
problem being encountered by White residents trying to come in to use Rhino Rest Stop. Paula asked
that once the problem was resolved, could Brittany communicate that to the White RCC so they could
let the White residents know.
Paula asked about reactions to the T-Room; everyone seems to like the new menu items, but Brittany
did comment that the T-Room Grilled Cheese sandwich doesn’t always get made correctly(update:
Paula spoke on 8/30 with the T-Room manager to make her aware, but this was most likely a function of
the first couple days of operation, and hopefully is no longer an issue). Others commented that they
haven’t even really noticed some of the stations to the side of the grill, like the pasta and even the
frozen yogurt. Paula told them about the Sept. 13th Grand Re-Opening at T-Room, and that the pasta
bar and morning breakfast hot line would be 50% off that day as part of the festivities.
Paula mentioned that Dining would soon have beef for the Racer burgers that was from Expo culled
steers, and was told that it should just be identified as “local” beef rather than specifically from the Expo
center, as some students might feel a little put-off or squeamish about eating meat with such a close
and possibly personal connection.
There was discussion about the truck—menu, locations, etc. The suggestion was made to sometimes
have it on the quad, because students with classes mostly located there didn’t often have time to leave
the quad to go elsewhere to eat. There was also some desire to have it out at the Carmen Center at
some point, and Brittany asked about it coming over to White and Regents at night. Paula said there
were tentative plans for spring semester to expand evening service to 5 nights/week, at which point
White and Regents would be a potential stopping point. And there seemed to be enthusiasm for the
idea of bringing it to the off-campus apartment complexes where students live.
Brittany asked about the White/Regents dinner at T-Room, and said the Regents RCC had come up with
some theme ideas, e.g., Breakfast in Bed and Nachos night, and that residents had also liked the hot dog
bar and pasta bar that were done last year. She also asked if it might be possible to do a steak special
sometime in the fall like the one last Valentine’s Day.
Meeting adjourned, next meeting Sept. 12th

